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17

Abstract

18

Morphogenesis in walled organisms represents a highly controlled process that

19

involves cell proliferation and expansion; cell growth is regulated through changes in

20

the structure and mechanics of the cells’ walls. Despite taking different evolutionary

21

paths, land plants and some brown algae exhibit developmental and morphological

22

similarities; however, the role of the algal cell wall in morphogenesis remains heavily

23

underexplored. Cell expansion in plants is hypothesized to involve modifications of

24

hemicellulose linkages and pectin gelation in the cell wall. Little is known about the

25

wall-based control of cell expansion in brown algae; however, the algal analog to

26

pectin, alginate, exhibits different gelation depending on its biochemistry. Here we

27

show that cell wall mechanics and alginate biochemistry are correlated with cell

28

expansion versus proliferation in the developing Fucus serratus embryo. In the

29

elongating cells of the embryo rhizoid, we found a reduced cell wall stiffness and lower

30

amounts of ‘stiffer’ alginate epitopes. In comparison, the early embryo thallus was

31

shown to undergo cleavage-type cell proliferation, without expansion, and this was

32

correlated with higher amounts of ‘stiff’ alginate epitopes and increased wall stiffness.

33

An embryo development RNAseq dataset was generated to characterize differential

34

gene expression during development. This data set allowed for identification of many

35

enriched GO functions through developmental time. In addition, the transcriptome

36

allowed for the identification of cell-wall related genes whose differential expression

37

may underlie our observed growth phenotypes. We propose that differential gene

38

expression of genes involved in alginate stiffness are strong candidates underlying

39

differential wall stiffness and cell elongation in the developing Fucus embryo. Our

40

results show that wall-driven cellular expansion mechanisms in brown algae are
2
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41

similar to those observed in plants. In addition, our data show that cleavage-type cell

42

proliferation exists in brown algae similar to that seen in plant and animal systems

43

indicating a possible conserved developmental phenomenon across the branches of

44

multicellular life.

45

Introduction

46

The formation of shapes has been of interest in the field of developmental

47

biology for a long time, both in animal and plant systems (1). In walled multicellular

48

organisms, such as plants and algae, morphogenesis results from cell expansion,

49

division, and differentiation (2,3). In plants, cell expansion is regulated mechanically

50

by the balance between cell wall material and internal turgor pressure; when the

51

balance tips, cell expansion results (4). A similar mechanical truth seems to exist for

52

brown algal cells, given recent findings in the tip-growing cells of a model species,

53

Ectocarpus siliculosus (5,6).

54

In plants, cell expansion has recently been correlated with changes in wall

55

matrix: the gel within which cellulose and hemicellulose fibers are embedded. In the

56

model plant Arabidopsis thaliana, the biochemical and linked mechanical, properties

57

of the pectin homogalacturonan within the cell wall matrix have been shown to regulate

58

the magnitude of cell expansion (7–14). This may provide a direct mechanism for

59

pectin rigidity to regulate cell expansion, but indirect effects from movement of other

60

molecules within the cell wall (such as cellulose fibers or modifying proteins) may also

61

be relevant (14,15). Multicellular brown algal bodies are built from walled cells (16),

62

whose cell walls are composed of cellulose, matrix polysaccharides, and proteins

63

(more information on their biosynthesis and diversity can be found here (17,18)). With
3
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64

cellulose content estimated at 1%-20% (19,20), it is hypothesized that the wall gel

65

matrix might be important for mechanical regulation of growth, similar to plant pectin

66

(15,21,22).

67

Multicellular brown algae share a striking amount of morphogenetic similarity

68

with plants and are often mistaken for plants. Similar developmental patterns such as

69

from organ arrangement (23) and embryo patterning (24–28) to cell expansion types

70

(e.g. tip growth (6), has led to this common misconception; however, brown algae are

71

only very distantly related to the Viridiplantae (i.e. plants and green algae) and are

72

estimated to have appeared ≈200 million years ago (29) through an independent

73

evolutionary path. Since both plants and brown algae have cell walls with calcium

74

cross-linked gel matrices, but independent evolutionary paths, the comparison of wall-

75

regulated morphogenesis on a physical level may prove interesting; perhaps a similar

76

set of physical rules regulating expansion might be operating. In the model plant

77

Arabidopsis thaliana, cell expansion and division are critical for patterning the young

78

embryo body after the first asymmetric cell division (30). Conversely, there is very little

79

data on brown algal embryogenesis and its regulation.

80

Brown algal zygotes and embryos have served as a system to explore early

81

morphogenetic events, such as polarity and asymmetric division since they fertilize

82

and develop free from maternal tissue. The maternal-free aspect provides

83

experimental access not found in plants, and Fucus has been used as a model species

84

to study polarity and asymmetry during early embryo development (31–36). The initial

85

asymmetric cell division produces two cells - a rhizoid and a thallus cell - with distinct

86

morphologies and fates. The rhizoid cell generates the holdfast which will attach the

87

alga to substrates, as well as the the stipe (stem) of the mature alga. The rest of the
4
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88

algal body (fronds, air bladders, and fertile structures in Fucus) develops from the

89

thallus cell (25).

90

In Fucus, the cell wall matrix polysaccharides are sulfated fucans and alginate

91

(17,18,37,38). It has been suggested that sulfated fucans play an important role in

92

Fucus zygote polarization (39–41) but any role in cell expansion has yet to be

93

uncovered. Currently, alginate seems a strong candidate for a matrix polysaccharide

94

in brown algae that could regulate cell expansion. Alginate comprises the majority of

95

the brown algal cell wall (≈50%; (19,20). Like homogalacturonan in plants, alginate

96

can cross-link with calcium, and thus regulate gel rigidity (21). Despite this mechanical

97

similarity, alginate is distinct from pectin in structure as it is a linear polysaccharide

98

composed of β-1,4-D-mannuronate (M) and α-1,4-L-guluronate (G) (42), produced as

99

a mannuronate chain whose individual sugars can be epimerized to guluronate by

100

mannuronan C-5 epimerases (43–45). It is the contiguous regions of guluronate, G-

101

blocks, that form “egg-box” crosslinks with positively charged cations (such as Ca2+)

102

leading to gelation (21,46). The mechanical properties of the alginate gel, and

103

therefore presumably the Fucus cell wall, are thus dependent on the amount of M and

104

G sugars present: mixed MG regions are most flexible, followed by M-rich regions,

105

with G-rich regions being the stiffest (MG flexibility > MM > GG; (47)).

106

Since Fucus affords a maternally-free developing embryo, it is an ideal system

107

for studying the mechanics of morphogenesis in brown algae, and, specifically, that

108

underlying cell expansion.

109

Here, we explore the mechanical basis of wall-mediated growth in the Fucus

110

serratus embryo through a combination of atomic force microscopy and alginate

111

immunohistochemistry. Furthermore, we present the first brown algal embryo
5
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112

development transcriptome and explore the expression of cell wall biosynthesis and

113

modification genes in early embryo growth. We utilize our data to hypothesize that cell

114

expansion in the Fucus zygote is regulated, in part, by alginate biochemistry and

115

resulting wall mechanics. Our findings point to a physical similarity between the

116

mechanical regulation of cell expansion in plants and brown algae.

117

Results

118

The Fucus embryo exhibits distinct growth behaviors between the rhizoid and

119

thallus

120

The exploration of morphogenesis and growth in Fucus has focused mainly on

121

the earliest events of polarization and asymmetric division (26,27,31,39,48–52). As

122

such, no significant quantitative data on growth exists for embryo development beyond

123

the first few days after fertilization (DAF). In order to explore Fucus embryo

124

morphogenesis further, we examined embryo growth for 7 DAF at the organism and

125

cell levels.

126

Using light microscopy, we first characterized the growth of the Fucus embryo

127

on an organismal level. The embryo elongated over time at a decresing rate, reaching

128

a length of ~ 600 µm by 7 DAF (Fig. 1A) with initial rapid elongation leveling out

129

between 3–7 DAF (Fig. S1A). Upon closer examination, embryos exhibited a highly

130

consistent pattern of growth, distinct between the thallus and rhizoid body organs (T

131

and R in Fig. 1A). Qualitatively, the thallus did not appear to elongate or increase in

132

surface area for the first 5 DAF (Fig. 1A/B yellow); after 5 DAF, thallus began growing

133

(Fig. 1A purple). In contrast, the rhizoid elongated from the beginning and contributed
6
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134

to the majority of to the embryos’ growth in length over the seven days (Fig. 1A/S1B

135

green). Rhizoid elongation was directional with tip-like growth (Fig. S1C). As such,

136

the leveling off (circa 3 DAF) of the whole organism elongation rate likely results from

137

a decrease in rhizoid elongation, as observed qualitatively in our images (Fig. 1A

138

green). After the drop in rhizoid elongation, embryos appeared to maintain elongation

139

through the onset of thallus elongation (Fig. 1A/B purple). From these observations,

140

we conclude that the Fucus embryo displays three distinct growth phases during 0-7

141

DAF: (i) an early phase dominated by rhizoid elongation, (ii) a middle phase where

142

rhizoid elongation slows and thallus expansion initiates, and (iii) a late period

143

dominated by thallus expansion.

144

To examine the contribution of cell-level growth (i.e., division and expansion) to

145

the organ-level growth patterns we observed, we quantified cell shape and size over

146

time. For this, we followed cell wall staining with confocal imaging and MorphoGraphX

147

analysis (53). In our hands, staining with calcofluor white yielded our best cell outlines

148

in developing embryos, allowing visualization and quantification of cell surface areas.

149

However, we were only able to image cell surfaces in epidermis, despite numerous

150

methodological attempts, including fixation and clearing as employed by Yoshida et

151

al. (30) in the Arabidopsis embryo. At 1 DAF, the expected asymmetry in thallus and

152

rhizoid initial cells was evident (Fig. 1B). We therefore proceeded to time sample

153

embryos and analyze epidermal cell division and expansion in a pseudo-growth series.

154

While our light microscopy had indicated little expansion in the thallus up to 5

155

DAF, we were able to see cell divisions occurring in this tissue as early as 2 DAF (Fig.

156

1B). Thallus divisions occurred rapidly on the embryo surface (Fig. 1B).

157

divisions, however, did not seem to increase the thallus size before 5 DAF (Fig. 1B)
7
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158

and instead resulted in a decrease in the surface area of daughter cells with a plateau

159

achieved circa 5 DAF (Fig. 1B).

160

This suggests that, in the early stages of embryo development the thallus

161

undergoes cleavage-type divisions, with little to no cell expansion. This phenomenon

162

is rare in plant development but observed in the early embryos of the plant Arabidopsis

163

and in metazoan embryos (30,54). After 5 DAF, cell surface area expansion was

164

observed coincident with cell division yielding a near-constant mean cell surface area

165

(5 – 7 DAF cell surface area = 242 ± 22 µm2; Fig. 1B). Note that 5 DAF mark is also

166

where our light microscopy indicated that the thallus began elongation (Fig. 1A). Note

167

that 5 DAF corresponds to visible appearance of apical hairs (Fig. S1D); apical hair

168

development is linked to meristematic cell establishment and is necessary for further

169

embryo growth (55). As such, it seems likely that the establishment of a meristematic

170

cell in Fucus is necessary for volumetric thallus growth. We thus conclude that the

171

Fucus thallus initially undergoes cleavage-type divisions but soon transitions to a

172

combination of cell expansion and division that yields a growing organ.

173

Confocal observations of growing rhizoids indicated that rhizoid cells underwent

174

expansion from 1 DAF, followed by divisions (Fig. S1B). Initial single rhizoid cell grew

175

by tip-growth (Fig. S1C), and as the rhizoid extended, several perpendicular divisions

176

occurred. Tip-growth has recently been described for the filamentous brown alga

177

Ectocarpus (6). Interestingly, the filamentous cell in Ectocarpus may exhibit tip-growth

178

due to a thinning of the cell wall near the tip as opposed to the material composition

179

differences as in plants and fungi (6); as a brown alga, Fucus may share a similar tip-

180

growing mechanism to the one in Ectocarpus. The sum rhizoid cell surface area

181

showed a rapid increase within the first 2 DAF (Fig. S1B) with a slowing over time
8
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182

terminating with holdfast production (~10 DAF, data not shown); recall that our organ-

183

level elongation rate began decline by 3 DAF (Fig. 1A). These data are consistent with

184

an early and rapid rhizoid elongation supported by cell division.

185

Taken together, our data paint the following picture of Fucus embryo growth

186

over the first 7 DAF: after asymmetric division at 1 DAF, the rhizoid elongates rapidly

187

through expansion and division for the first 3 DAF. During this time, the thallus

188

undergoes cleavage-type divisions but does not increase appreciably in organ size. At

189

3 DAF, rhizoid elongation begins to slow, likely in preparation for holdfast formation.

190

During this interval, it is likely that the meristematic apical cell was established within

191

the thallus, leading to the growth of the thallus starting at 5 DAF via cell expansion and

192

division. As such, there are three growth phases evident in the early Fucus embryo –

193

(i) rapid elongation and division in the rhizoid, (ii) cleavage divisions in the thallus, and

194

(iii) coupled elongation and division coupled within the thallus. The combination of

195

these growth modes yields the characteristic Fucus embryo morphogenesis.

196

Embryo growth phases correspond to changes in tissue mechanics

197

In plants, cell expansion has been correlated with changes in cell wall

198

mechanics that allow the cell wall to yield to turgor pressure, resulting in growth

199

(15,56,57). Given the presence of cell walls in the Fucus embryo, we wondered

200

whether cell wall mechanics might underlie the different growth modes observed,

201

specifically cleavage-type volumetric division in the thallus versus expansion followed

202

by division in the rhizoid. To assess cell wall stiffness in developing Fucus embryos,

203

we employed Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) based indentation. AFM indentation

204

examines the force required to deform cell wall material within a given area providing

205

spatial resolution. This technique was applied to embryos at 3 DAF when the thallus
9
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206

and rhizoid displayed differential growth behavior; indentations were performed along

207

the longitudinal axis of the embryos so as to obtain information about both thallus and

208

rhizoid from each sample.

209

Analysis revealed that at 3 DAF the Fucus thallus was stiffer than the rhizoid

210

(Fig. 2A/B). This observation correlates wall stiffness with cell elongation, providing

211

support for a relationship similar to that seen in plants: stiffer cell walls reduce cell

212

elongation. We performed additional AFM-based stiffness measurements at 1 and 10

213

DAF (Fig. S2) and observed that the rhizoid was consistently less stiff than the thallus.

214

The thallus was at its stiffest in the 3DAF samples (Fig. 2A/B, S2) coincident with the

215

cleavage-type divisions observed in the thallus at this stage of growth.

216

Alginate biochemistry links to wall mechanics and the Fucus embryo expansion

217

pattern

218

Given the relationship between pectin biochemistry and wall stiffness in plants,

219

and the biochemical relationship between alginate epimerization and gel stiffness (21),

220

we next examined alginate biochemistry using monoclonal antibodies (39). Antibodies

221

recognized guluronic (G)-rich areas (BAM10), mannuronic (M)-rich areas (BAM6), and

222

mixed mannuronic-guluronic (MG) regions (BAM7). These types of alginate likely

223

correspond to stiff, intermediate, and least stiff (58) alginate mechanical behavior.

224

Whole-mount immunolocalizations were performed on fixed 3 DAF embryos when the

225

difference between the thallus and rhizoid was highest in terms of growth behavior

226

and wall stiffness. All three antibodies successfully reacted with the embryos and

227

negative controls are shown in Fig. S3.

10
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228

The epitope bound by BAM10 (G-rich areas) was detected more in the thallus

229

than the rhizoid (Fig. 2C/D), indicating this region may contain stiffer alginate

230

compared to the rhizoid. Conversely, the epitope of a softer alginate (BAM7; MG-rich

231

areas, Fig. 2E/F) was detected at higher levels in the rhizoid and the rhizoid tip,

232

compared to the thallus. Both BAM10 and BAM7 showed fluorescence in the rhizoid

233

tip, as has been observed previously (5) and may relate to the secretion of the

234

adherent matrix. BAM6 (M-rich areas, Fig. 2G/H) did not label the embryo strongly and

235

its epitope was detected uniformly over the embryo. Our alginate immunolocalizations

236

are therefore consistent with our stiffness observations in the embryo: the stiffer thallus

237

presented more G-rich alginate while the less stiff rhizoid presented more of the less-

238

stiff MG-rich alginate. These data support a model in the Fucus embryo where alginate

239

biochemistry influences cell wall stiffness, which in turn influences cell expansion and

240

overall embryo growth behavior.

241

Transcriptional changes during Fucus embryo development: a transcriptomic

242

approach

243

There are currently no means for transformation or mutagenesis in Fucus which

244

would permit direct attack on the correlation between wall stiffness and growth. As

245

such, we initiated a de novo transcriptomics approach to examine changes in gene

246

expression during embryo development. We generated an embryonic transcriptome

247

for Fucus from pooling three biological replicates for each of four stages of

248

development: “a”, 7 hours after fertilization (7 hours after fertilization (HAF): round,

249

fertilized, and a zygote without fixed polarity); “b”, 1 DAF (post-germination and first

250

asymmetric division); “c”, 3 DAF (thallus divisions and rhizoid elongation); and “d”, 10

11
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251

DAF (thallus growth and rhizoid holdfast formation). Thus, there were a total of 12

252

RNA-Seq samples.

253

Trinity assembly yielded 127,489 putative transcript isoforms/fragments which

254

were, after processing (see Methods), considered to represent 24,691 protein-coding

255

genes (albeit with some genes likely duplicated, fragmented, or partial, or with

256

incorrect CDS vs. UTR partitioning/codon phasing or intron rejection). Amino acid

257

alignments to proteins in NCBI found 67% (17K) as known (E-value < 10–5), with 76%

258

of the knowns having a best hit to Ectocarpus siliculosus. The known count is similar

259

to the 16K predicted genes of Ectocarpus, 14K of Cladosiphon okamuranus, and 19K

260

of Saccharina japonica (59–61). 57% of best alignments involved at least half the

261

sequence of both the Fucus and NCBI protein, and the median amino acid identity of

262

Fucus–Ectocarpus alignments over Fucus genes with a best hit to Ectocarpus was

263

61%. (Thus, although Ectocarpus is the closest organism with good representation in

264

NCBI, it is not that particularly close to Fucus in an absolute sense.) Expression of

265

many genes changed drastically over the developmental timecourse; of the known

266

genes, a null hypothesis of constant expression over time was rejected for 20% and

267

46% at q-levels 10–5 and 10–4, respectively.

268

To characterize differentially expressed genes, Gene Ontology (GO)

269

enrichment analyses were performed, combining Fucus gene–to–GO term

270

assignments from a run of InterProScan directly on our Fucus protein-coding genes

271

with those transferred from Ectocarpus via orthologs as determined by a run of OMA

272

on Fucus, Ectocarpus, and four other related organisms. For each of the 74 non-

273

constant ways (“patterns”) the expression levels of the four timepoints (a = 7 HAF, b =

274

1 DAF, c = 3 DAF, d = 10 DAF) could be weakly ordered (i.e., a < b < c < d vs. a = b

12
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275

> c = d vs. … except a = b = c = d), hypergeometric GO enrichment p-values were

276

determined for the subset of genes that could be statistically determined to be of that

277

ordering (see Methods). 25 patterns had at least one GO term with p-value below 10–

278

4 (see Fig. S7/S8), with highlights summarized in Fig. 3. These patterns fall into six

279

rough groups based on expression levels peaking at a particular timepoint (a, b, c, or

280

d) or dipping at a particular timepoint (b or d).

281

Patterns peaking at 7 HAF included terms related to microtubule-based

282

movement, protein phosphorylation, ion binding, and membrane. Note that as the

283

zygote is getting ready to asymmetrically divide, it undergoes polar distribution of

284

cellular components, engaging the cytoskeleton (26,34,62,63). Enriched terms

285

specific to 1DAF were related to ‘cell cycle’, ‘chromosome organization’ and ‘cell

286

differentiation’. These enrichments also make sense in terms of embryo biology since

287

the thallus and rhizoid fates are established here by asymmetric cell division. For

288

peaking at 1 DAF and transitioning to peaking at 3 DAF, we find terms involving the

289

cell cycle and cell differentiation, including chromosomes, centromeres, and their

290

organization and segregation. These are processes one would expect to be enriched,

291

continuing from 7HAF, as the early fucoid embryo undergoes cell divisions that require

292

activation of mitotic cell cycle genes and cytoskeleton to give rise to two differentiated

293

cells, thallus and rhizoid progenitors (24,51).

294

Terms enriched in patterns peaking at 3 DAF or 10 DAF or highest at both

295

included ones related to protein production/maturation, localization, protons/energy,

296

binding of vitamins/coenzymes/cofactors, and photosynthesis and its machinery

297

(including its construction). Indeed, as

298

apparatus becomes more active and photosynthetic efficiency increases (64–66).

the embryo matures, the photosynthetic

13
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299

Peak expression patterns at 10DAF exhibited GO enrichment in terms similar to 3

300

DAF-peak ones such as ‘translation’, ‘metabolic process’, ‘DNA replication’, ‘gene

301

expression’. Again, these GO enrichments are consistent with the ongoing maturation

302

and development of the Fucus embryo at 10DAF.

303

Altogether, our embryo transcriptome is consistent with our knowledge of

304

embryo developmental biology in Fucus. We expect that this resource will be valuable

305

to the community as it represents the first developmental embryo transcriptome of a

306

brown alga. Further analysis will prove crucial to understanding the whole of Fucus

307

embryo development.

308

Expression pattern of cell wall-related genes

309

As our previous observations suggested that the differential growth displayed

310

between the thallus and rhizoid was correlated with cell wall stiffness and alginate

311

biochemistry, we examined the timecourse expression patterns of genes related to

312

cellulose, sulfated fucans, and alginate, as these play roles in cell wall biosynthesis

313

and modification. A table of cell wall biosynthesis genes and their closest homolog in

314

Ectocarpus may be found in Table S1.

315

Twelve genes in our de novo transcriptome had homology to cellulose synthases

316

(Table S1; Ectocarpus CESA and CSL; (38)). All were differentially expressed in at

317

least one time-point (Fig. 4A). Expression patterns varied, although most (like many

318

of our genes) exhibited broad patterns of either general increase or general decrease

319

over time (Fig. 4A). This suggests variable cellulose biosynthesis dependent on

320

developmental stage.
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321

The full biosynthetic pathways for sulfated fucans and alginate in brown algae

322

are still uncharacterized, although there is progress (38). Following these proposed

323

pathways, we found several genes (discussed below) putatively corresponding to

324

enzymes in both sulphated fucan and alginate biosynthesis.

325

For sulfated fucans, a total of 56 putative homologs for the following enzymatic

326

genes were identified: two L-fucokinases, one GDP fucose pyrophosphorylase, three

327

GDP-mannose 4, 6-dehydratases, one GDP-4-keto-6-deoxy-D-mannose epimerase-

328

reductase, four GDP-mannose 4,6-dehydratases, thirteen fucosyltransferases, and

329

thirty-two sulfotransferases (five of which were homologous to carbohydrate

330

sulfotransferases, Table S1.). Of these, only 14 were statistically inconsistent with

331

constant expression over time (q-value < 10–4) and appear in Fig. 4B; full gene list in

332

Table S1.). When examining the DE genes we could conclude the following: enzymes

333

leading to the production of GDP-fucose showed both slight upregulation and

334

downregulation during embryo development. Fucosyltransferase expression pattern

335

varied depending on the gene, with three genes showing up-regulation in the later

336

developmental stages. Both carbohydrate sulfotransferases showed a higher

337

expression in the early stages (7H and 1DAF) which may be related to the cues of

338

sulfated fucans required for both zygote polarity and adhesion (39–41).

339

Interpretation of gene expression in terms of the sole production of sulphated

340

fucans is challenging to achieve here; most pathways have not been characterized in

341

brown algae. Even though most biosynthetic pathways are not yet characterized in

342

brown algae, GDP-fucose might indeed be a component of multiple metabolic

343

pathways. In plants, GDP-fucose is found as a component of glycan structures such

344

as N- and O-linked glycans, xyloglucans, pectins and arabinogalactan proteins (AGPs)
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345

(67–71). Some of these structures have been also found in brown algae, such as

346

AGPs (72). In addition, transcript levels may not reflect levels of protein products (and

347

enzyme activity), and such a difference has been previously reported to occur in the

348

brown alga Saccharina japonica (73).

349

From the alginate biosynthesis pathway, , a total of 14 putative homologs were

350

found: five putative mannose-6-phosphate isomerases, four phosphomannomutases,

351

and five GDP-mannose-6-dehydrogenases (Table S1.). As with the sulphated fucan

352

biosynthetic homologs, only some varied in expression, and these appear in the left

353

half of Fig. 4C. Isomerases and GDP-mannose-6-dehydrogenases showed higher

354

expression in early embryo development, whereas phosphomannomutases had

355

higher expression levels at 3 and 10 DAF (Fig. 4C). Alginate pathway products may

356

also be used in other biosynthetic pathways; for instance, GDP-mannose can be a

357

substrate for N-linked glycans in plants (74), as well as a substrate for sulfated fucan

358

biosynthesis in brown algae; again, interpretation of expression is not completely

359

straightforward.

360

The modification of alginate to alter stiffness, and the enzymes responsible, is

361

most relevant to our data presented thus far. Once alginate is produced, it can be

362

epimerized by mannuronan C5-epimerases (MC5Es), leading to changes in alginate

363

gelling (75). We identified 59 putative MC5Es in our transcriptome (Table S1) of which

364

35 had non-constant expression (right half of Fig. 4C). These showed variability in

365

expression patterns, but several genes displayed high expression early in embryo

366

development and several had later peaks (Fig. 4C). To date, a number of bacterial

367

genes encoding MC5Es have been discovered and the exact functions of some of

368

these enzymes (their patterns of epimerization) have been investigated (76,77). It is
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369

likely that each epimerase found here has a specific epimerization pattern and is

370

required in different developmental stages, contributing to differential cell and tissue

371

expansion. Further analysis of these newly identified putative epimerases will prove

372

essential in understanding their role in Fucus embryo development, wall stiffness, and

373

putative influence on cell growth behavior.

374

Discussion

375

An interplay between Fucus embryo wall mechanics and biochemistry on a

376

cellular level

377

During embryogenesis, fucoid embryos have to coordinate a series of important

378

developmental steps in order to ultimately create their adult body plan. Starting with

379

polar axis formation and the first asymmetrical cell division, the division between the

380

thallus and rhizoid is set. Manipulating these two events can heavily influence the

381

growth of young embryos (50,78,79). The different growth phases we observed in the

382

embryo provided an excellent model to examine the basis of organ and cell growth in

383

the brown algal lineage, a highly diverse group of organisms that have only barely

384

been explored.

385

Our data correlate wall mechanics and alginate biochemistry to cell expansion

386

in the Fucus embryo. We report that at 3 DAF, the Fucus embryo displays differential

387

growth behavior between the thallus and the rhizoid: the thallus is not expanding but

388

is undergoing cleavage-type cell divisions while the rhizoid is rapidly elongating. This

389

differential cell expansion behavior correlates with cell wall stiffness: the expanding

390

rhizoid has a less stiff cell wall. Finally, both expansion and stiffness were correlated

391

with alginate biochemical epitopes: less expanding cells, with stiffer walls, had more
17
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epitope signal from G-rich alginate epitopes; expanding rhizoid cells were less stiff and

393

had higher MG-rich epitope signal for alginate. These data show that cell expansion

394

in Fucus embryos is likely limited by cell wall mechanics, underlain in part by alginate

395

biochemical modification by mannuronan C5-epimerases.

396

The cell wall during Fucus embryo development

397

The cell walls of 24h old Fucus embryos consist of ~ 60% alginate, 20% fucans,

398

and 20% cellulose (20). Cellulose is the load-bearing polysaccharide in plants and

399

algae and it has been reported that the arrangement of the cellulose microfibrils is

400

correlated with the direction of the cell expansion in both lineages (80–84). In the

401

Fucus zygote, cellulose has been suggested to act as a strengthening component as

402

its low signal detected during germination corresponds to the growth initiation (85).

403

Even though it may be involved in regulating anisotropic expansion, cellulose may not

404

be a main contributor to the mechanical properties observed here, which has also

405

been hypothesized for Ectocarpus (86).

406

In this study we have identified 12 putative cellulose synthase homologs

407

expressed during embryo development in Fucus; further exploration of these genes,

408

their products, and their roles in cellulose synthesis will be crucial to understanding

409

how cellulose contributes to algal development. It is possible that different cellulose

410

synthases are associated with distinct developmental processes, as has been shown

411

in other walled organisms such as Physcomitrella, Brachypodium, and maize (87–89).

412

In addition, we have identified both CESA and CESA-like homologs; CESA-like

413

proteins in plants are involved in callose biosynthesis. Recent work indicates that β-

414

1,3-glucans appear to be present in Fucus cell walls and they may be involved in

415

callose biosynthesis (90). We must note that the major limitation here is the lack of
18
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416

molecular genetic tools in brown algae for forward genetic analyses of gene-

417

phenotype relationships.

418

Sulfated fucans have been linked to zygote adhesion and stress tolerance

419

(41,52), but have also been suggested to strengthen the tip-growing rhizoid during

420

elongation (91). In our data set, we identified several possible homologs involved in

421

sulfated fucan biosynthesis whose exact roles deserve further exploration. In addition,

422

we identified two putative carbohydrate sulfotransferases which are strong candidates

423

for the final addition of sulfate to cell wall fucans. Exploration into these genes would

424

be essential for understanding the role of sulfated fucans in embryo development and

425

beyond.

426

The biosynthesis pathway of sulfated fucans did not show a clear pattern of up-

427

or down-regulation during embryo development. We did, however, find an interesting

428

observation; the FucSerDN35869c0g1i2 gene was found to be highly homologous to

429

both GDP fucose pyrophosphorylase (AUN86413.1, 93.6% identity) and GDP-4-keto-

430

6-deoxy-D-mannose epimerase-reductase (Ec-01_003130.1, 94% identity). This

431

observation could relate to the dual function of a single enzyme in the fucan pathway,

432

although this is hard to confirm with only the transcriptome data generated here. There

433

have been reports of other enzymes in the wall biosynthesis that are thought to

434

perform a dual activity such as mannose-6-phosphate isomerase which could perform

435

the function of mannose-1-phosphate guanylyltransferase (92). The amount of

436

currently available molecular data on brown algal species is very scarce. These data

437

further emphasize the need to continue exploring the brown algal lineage to be able

438

to discern these ‘dual’ homologies and gain a better understanding of algal metabolism

439

and their biosynthesis pathways.
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440

Alginate has previously been reported to have an important mechanical role

441

and has the ability to change the mechanical properties of materials depending on the

442

formation of calcium bridges between guluronic acid-rich areas (21). The data here

443

suggest that the G-rich alginate (as detected by BAM10) is more prevalent in the non-

444

expanding thallus cells, whereas the ‘softer’ MG-rich alginate (as detected by BAM7)

445

is found more in the actively expanding rhizoid area. Similar to the results from our

446

study, a lower abundance of G- rich alginate was detected in the actively expanding

447

cells of Adenocystis utricularis (93).

448

The alginate biosynthesis pathway has not yet been fully described in the brown

449

algal lineage. However, a few genes homologous to bacterial genes involved in this

450

pathway have been identified in Ectocarpus and Saccharina (38,61,92). In the Fucus

451

serratus transcriptome, some of the genes seem to have a few more homologs. This

452

might be due to the fact that our transcriptome is fragmented and they are actually a

453

single gene, or there are multiple homologs that have the same function in Fucus.

454

Furthermore, in the Ectocarpus genome, there was no homolog for mannose-1-

455

phosphate guanylyltransferase (MPG) enzyme which catalyzes the reaction from

456

mannose-1-phosphate to GDP-mannose. We have found a single homolog of the

457

MPG in the Fucus transcriptome, matching with the Arabidopsis mannose-1-

458

phosphate guanylyltransferase 1 (CYT1; 51%). It has been recently reported in

459

Saccharina japonica that another enzyme has the ability to act as an MPG (92).

460

However, the enzyme they report is homologous to a Fucus Trinity gene in our study

461

(FucSerDN37605c0g2i1) which is different from our newly identified putative MPG

462

(FucSerDN28326c0g1i1). This enzyme was not sufficiently expressed to be

463

considered in the downstream gene expression analysis. However, we are currently

464

working on generating a Fucus genome; this will enable us to look into more detail at
20
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465

these ambiguous genes that have not been identified in other brown algae, but have

466

been identified in our analysis.

467

Here we found 62 homologs of mannuronan C5-epimerases with several

468

expression patterns during development. Previous molecular analyses have revealed

469

candidates for 31 genes in Ectocarpus siliculosus (Michel et al., 2010), 105 in

470

Saccharina japonica (61), 6 in Laminaria digitata (94), and 31 in Undaria pinnatifida

471

(95). The variety of potential epimerases found in the species of the brown algal

472

lineage suggests that brown algae might have evolved the ability to ‘tweak’ the alginate

473

structure to finer detail than what is observed in bacteria. The variability in the

474

expression pattern in our dataset might reflect this hypothesis. However, the exact

475

function of almost all of these epimerases remains unknown. Two of the currently

476

known algal MC5Es have been functionally described: in Saccharina japonica, a

477

recombinant epimerase (SjC5-VI) epimerizes M to G (96). In Ectocarpus siliculosus, a

478

mannuronan C5-epimerase MEP13-C5 is thought to epimerize block MM regions,

479

although its exact function is not completely clear (97).

480

The cell wall architecture in fucoid zygotes has previously been observed by

481

TEM. These studies described that during zygote development, the wall consisted of

482

a single fibrous layer and, as development progresses, several wall layers were

483

observed (86,91,98,99). Between these layers, the spatial arrangement of the fibrils is

484

different, and a recent study has shown that each of these layers seems to have a

485

different alginate composition, which might have different physicochemical properties

486

(100). In addition, this study has shown that removing calcium from the growth medium

487

seems to affect the alginate composition and wall integrity, suggesting that, similarly

488

to our findings, alginate might play a mechanical role in the brown algal cell walls.
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489

Transcriptome-wide gene expression changes follow known developmental

490

progression

491

There have been several reports on transcriptomic analyses in brown algae

492

(95,101–109); this study, however, represents the first temporal gene expression

493

analysis of brown algal embryo development. Our transcriptome covers 4

494

developmental stages during Fucus embryogenesis starting just after fertilization and

495

ending at 10DAF. In our gene ontology analysis, several GO terms were enriched in

496

specific time points. In the early development (7h and 1DAF) highly expressed genes

497

are related to cell cycle, cytoskeleton and chromosome segregation. These

498

enrichments align with the developmental processes observed in early Fucus

499

embryogenesis: the Fucus zygote exhibits spatial distribution of cellular components

500

that are necessary for embryo polarity and the first asymmetrical cell division by

501

activating the cytoskeletal machinery and calcium fluxes (26,34,62,63).

502

After the initial cell divisions, we show that at 3DAF there is a high expression

503

of genes related to protein metabolism and translation, suggesting that the embryo

504

activates its translational machinery around this stage. This is further supported by a

505

previous study from Galun and Torrey (1969) that demonstrated blocking protein

506

synthesis at 3DAF led to blockage of apical hair production and thallus expansion.

507

Another observation from our transcriptome-wide analysis was the enrichment of

508

photosynthesis-related genes at both 3 and 10DAF. This activation of photosynthesis

509

genes correlates well with physiological and biochemical observations previously

510

reported;

511

photosynthesis increases in several days old embryos (65,66,110–112). At 10DAF,

512

the GO term enrichment is similar to 3DAF indicating that the ‘mature’ gene expression

513

pattern becomes evident very early in fucoid embryo development. Tarakhovskaya et

zygotes

can

photosynthesize

22

immediately,

but

the

intensity

of
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514

al. (111) have shown that the metabolism of embryos 6-9DAF is similar to adult algae.

515

Since RNA abundance is not always directly correlated with protein levels, it is likely

516

that the initiation of gene expression may occur before changes in metabolism would

517

be evident.

518

To conclude, our transcriptome analysis has shown that gene expression

519

follows the progression of embryogenesis, with GO terms related to chromosome

520

segregation, cytoskeleton activity and cell cycle being enriched during active cell

521

polarization and first cell division, and protein synthesis, translation and

522

photosynthesis being enriched in later stages, as the embryo starts maturing. We fully

523

expect that there is a wealth of data within the transcriptome that will prove relevant

524

and useful to the community in future studies.

525

Materials and methods

526

Sample collection and processing

527

Adult Fucus serratus samples were collected in Rottingdean (East Sussex,

528

United Kingdom) during winter months between November 2015 and May 2017. After

529

collection, they were transported in seawater to the Sainsbury Laboratory (Cambridge,

530

UK) and kept at 4⁰C. Fertile adult samples were rinsed with tap water and processed

531

as follows: each receptacle was first identified as a male or female by checking for

532

antheridia or oogonia, respectively. The receptacles were separated, wrapped into

533

damp tissue paper and aluminum foil (darkness) and kept at 4⁰C for further use up to

534

2 weeks.
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535

Fertilization

536

The female receptacles were taken out of the 4⁰C, washed, cut into small

537

segments, placed into beakers with filter-sterilized artificial seawater (ASW, Tropic

538

Marin Sea Salt; Tropic Marin, Germany) and left to release the eggs for approximately

539

1 hour. The tissue was then removed and the egg mixture was filtered through a 100

540

µm mesh to eliminate oogonia and leftover pieces of adult tissue. The male

541

receptacles were then taken out of the 4⁰C, washed, cut into small segments and

542

added to the egg mixture. After 15 minutes, the male segments were removed and the

543

egg/sperm mixture was filtered through a 40 µm mesh to remove the sperm. The

544

fertilized eggs were then placed in droplets of ASW on Multitest 8-well slides (Vector

545

Laboratories, USA) and placed in the incubator. After allowing them to settle for 6

546

hours, the eggs were flooded with ASW to completely cover the slides and cultured

547

under a unilateral light overnight followed by 12:12 hour day-night cycle, 16⁰C, 60 µmol

548

m-2 s-1.

549

Light microscopy and measuring length/growth rate

550

To measure their growth in time, the embryos were cultured under the

551

previously mentioned conditions and imaged using a VHX 5000 microscope (Keyence

552

Ltd, UK) for a proscribed number of consecutive days, depending on the experiment.

553

The images were then processed using ImageJ (113) software where the length of the

554

embryos was measured (drawing a segmented line along the middle of the embryo

555

body from the tip of the rhizoid until the top of the thallus). Growth rate was determined

556

via the difference between sequential daily lengths using the formula RGR =

557

$%('()*$% (',)
-(*-,

; where L2 and L1 are embryo lengths at time t2 and t1 (114).
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558

Quantifying cell divisions

559

Fucus embryos were cultured on slides and one slide was taken daily for

560

staining and confocal imaging. The embryos were stained with Calcofluor White

561

(18909, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) for 5 minutes, rinsed thoroughly with ASW and imaged

562

under a Leica SP8 confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems, Germany; ex = 370 nm,

563

em= 420 nm). Confocal images were then processed using MorphoGraphX software;

564

www.MorphoGraphX.org; (53)) to extract the information about individual cell surface

565

areas per sample. Briefly, the z-stack output from the confocal microscope was loaded

566

into the MorphoGraphX software as a .tif. The images were first blurred by averaging,

567

after which a global shape of the object was created. Following this, the surface was

568

extracted from this shape as a mesh formed of triangles which were then subdivided

569

and smoothed. The confocal fluorescence signal was then projected onto the mesh

570

after which individual cells were seeded and segmented. Surface areas of each of the

571

cells were analyzed and surface area heat maps were created for individual embryos.

572

Further analysis was conducted using the statistical software R (http://www.R-

573

project.org/).

574

Identifying tip growth with Calcofluor White staining

575

To identify the incorporation of new material into the embryo tip, embryos were

576

stained with Calcofluor White (18909, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) for 5 minutes, rinsed and

577

imaged under a Leica SP8 confocal microscope. The same embryo was imaged again

578

for two consecutive days to locate the incorporation of new wall material.
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579

Atomic force microscopy (AFM)

580

Embryos were fertilized, cultured and grown as described above on glass slides

581

and used when reaching the stage of interest: 1DAF, 3DAF or 10DAF. They were

582

covered with a droplet of water and placed under the atomic force microscope. The

583

AFM data were collected using a NanoWizard AFM with a CellHesion (JPK

584

Instruments AG, Germany). The measurement of wall properties was done placing the

585

embryos in ASW. A 0.5 N/m stiffness cantilever with a 10 nm pyramidal tip

586

(Nanosensors, PPP-CONT, Windsor Scientific Ltd., UK) was used with an applied

587

force of 150nN (setpoint). The stiffness of all samples was determined by indenting

588

with the tip over the whole embryo in 100 µm x 100 µm squares with the indentation

589

depth of between 1 and 3 µm. Each force-indentation curve was processed using the

590

JPK Data Processing software (JPK Instruments AG, Germany) to determine the

591

stiffness per indentation point. Stiffness was presented as a heat map; areas of

592

interest were extracted for quantitative analysis by picking points in a line along the

593

middle of the embryo, from the tip of the rhizoid to the top of the thallus, using a custom

594

MatLab-based script (available upon request).

595

Alginate immunolocalization

596

Embryos were fertilized and cultured as above on multi-test 8-well slides

597

(Vector Laboratories, USA) and taken when reaching the stage of interest (1, 3, and

598

10DAF). They were fixed overnight in ASW containing 2% formaldehyde and 2.5%

599

glutaraldehyde and washed 3 times for 15 minutes with ASW, followed by a rinse in

600

phosphate buffered saline (PBS; 2.7 mM KCl, 6.1 mM Na2HPO4, and 3.5 mM

601

KH2PO4). The samples were incubated in a blocking solution of 5% milk for 2 hours.

602

They were then rinsed with phosphate buffered saline and incubated in the 60 µl of
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603

1/5 (in 5% milk) monoclonal primary antibody for 1.5 hours. After the incubation, the

604

slides were washed with PBS 3 times for 5 minutes each, followed by the incubation

605

in the 60 µl of 1/100 (in 5% milk) IgG-FITC secondary antibody (F1763, Sigma-

606

Aldrich). This was followed with a 5x5 minute wash in PBS, after which the samples

607

were mounted in Citifluor (Agar Scientific, UK), covered with a coverslip, sealed and

608

imaged under a Leica SP8 confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems, Germany;

609

ex=490nm, em=525nm)

610

RNA extraction, cDNA synthesis, and RNA sequencing

611

Total RNA of 3 biological replicates of embryos from 7 hours (H), 1 day (D), 3

612

days (D) and 10 days after fertilization (DAF) was extracted using the PureLink Plant

613

RNA Reagent following manufacturer’s instructions. The integrity of RNA samples was

614

checked by Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, USA) and the quantity

615

was assessed using NanoDrop 1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific,

616

USA) and Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer with RNA High Sensitivity assay (Thermo Fisher

617

Scientific). cDNA libraries were generated using TruSeq LT DNA Sample Prep Kit

618

(Illumina, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions with the following

619

modifications: the beads used were home-made SeraPure beads (115) instead of

620

AMPure XP beads. The library sequencing was performed on a NextSeq 500 using

621

paired-end sequencing (2x76 cycles) with NextSeq 500/550 High Output v2 kit

622

(Illumina, USA).

623

De novo transcriptome assembly and GO term analysis

624

A total of 65-160 million paired-end reads (75x75bp) were generated for each

625

of the 12 sequenced libraries (14 samples in total; sequencing was done on two

626

separate flow cells and to remove possible sequencing bias, two libraries were
27
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627

sequenced in both runs). To reconstruct F. serratus transcriptome, samples were

628

pooled together from all four time-points (7H, 1D, 3D, and 10DAF). Initial read quality

629

assessment

630

www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/ fastqc/). Adaptors were removed using

631

CutAdapt (116). Reads were further subjected to quality control using Trimmomatic

632

(minimum read length = 60). The quality parameters for the library were assessed

633

using FastQC. The resulting filtered reads were subjected to de novo assembly with

634

Trinity (trinity v2.4.0) on a high-RAM server with minimal k-mer coverage = 2 and k-

635

mer length = 25. In silico read normalization was used due to a large number of input

636

reads, in order to improve assembly efficiency and to reduce run times (117). Trinity

637

analysis resulted in 127,489 transcripts, accounting for 70,824 nominal genes with an

638

average length of 780bp. It was suspected that the Trinity assembly yielded a

639

significant amount of duplication beyond the isoform level (genes are called as nominal

640

even with a very high sequence similarity) and that many genes were fragmented. To

641

improve the assembly and overcome the fragmentation issue, Salmon and CD-HIT

642

were used to collapse the Trinity genes into larger unigene groups (118,119). Analysis

643

of the percentage of unigene collapse with mappability started severely decreasing

644

when the genes were collapsed for more than 80% of nucleotide identity (Fig. S4). The

645

level of 80% was then chosen as the new database for unique genes. Salmon filtering

646

method resulted in 42,176 contigs, with the length ranges of 201 to 17,616 nt, and a

647

mean length of 1,163 nt. It was predicted that 24,691 genes had ORFs, and 67%

648

(16,597) shared sequence homology with a representative of the NCBI

649

database. Gene abundances were analyzed following the general outline of R

650

Bioconductor package Sleuth (120). All DEGs were then used for GO term analysis

651

in the Gene Ontology database (http://geneontology.org/). To remove redundancy in

was

done

with

FastQC

28
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652

the number of similar GO terms and choose a representative subset of the terms we

653

used the REVIGO algorithm with allowed similarity of 0.7 and the default SimRel

654

semantic similarity measure (121). GO terms with p-values ≤0.001 were defined as

655

significantly enriched.

656
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672

Figures

673
674

Figure 1. Fucus embryo growth dynamics. (A) Representative images of F. serratus

675

embryo in the first seven days of development. T - thallus, R - rhizoid. Graph shows
30
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676

the embryo length increase in time. Embryo growth can be divided in three phases:

677

rhizoid elongation (green), exclusive thallus division only (yellow) and thallus

678

expansion (purple). Embryos observed, N=150. (B) Temporal quantification of

679

average surface areas of single cells derived from the initial thallus cell.

680

Representative heat maps of cell surface areas are depicted first, with graphical

681

quantification

682

measured=9, N(2DAF)=9; cells measured=62, N(3DAF)=11; cells measured=151,

683

N(4DAF)=9; cells measured=119, N(5DAF)=8; cells measured=194, N(6DAF)=9; cells

684

measured=274, N(7DAF)=8; cells measured=274, embryos observed, bottom panel:

685

N(1DAF) =15, N(2DAF) =17, N(3DAF) =7, N(4DAF) =21, N(5DAF) =15, N(6DAF) =16,

686

N(7DAF) =10. Significance at *p<0.05, **p<0.01 according to the pairwise Student’s t-

687

test (normal distribution, equal variance).

below.

Embryos

observed,

688

31

middle

panel:

N(1DAF)=9;

cells
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689
690

Figure 2. The F. serratus embryo displays stiffer cell walls with more G-rich alginate

691

in the dividing thallus at 3 DAF. (A, B) Embryo stiffness displayed as a representative

692

map (A) and quantitatively over all samples (n=7) along the embryo length (B). (C-H)

693

In muro immunolocalization of alginate epitopes in 3 DAF embryos. Fluorescence

694

indicates localization of BAM10 (C,D), BAM7 (E,F) and BAM6 (G,H) binding. (C,E,G)

695

representative confocal images of immunolocalizations. (D, F, H) Fluorescence

696

quantification from immunolocalizations along the embryo length, for all samples

697

analyzed (N(BAM10) = 9, N(BAM7) = 12, N(BAM6) = 21).
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698

699
700

Figure 3.

Highlights of Gene Ontology (GO) enrichments in different temporal

701

expression patterns. Represented here are terms separated by the GO root term
33
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702

category: Biological Process, Molecular Function, and Cellular Component. X-axis

703

represents the pattern of developmental expression indicated by spark-lines; 4 dots

704

connected with a line that changes according to the increase or decrease of

705

expression with respect to the other time points. Every illustration follows the same

706

rule: first dot 7 HAF, second dot 1 DAF, third dot 3 DAF, and fourth dot 10 DAF;

707

enrichment at a specific timepoint is shaded in grey and the overlaps represent

708

enrichment in both neighboring time points. The p-value for GO terms ≤0.0001 is

709

illustrated in the heat map. For full heat map including all rows and columns and all

710

terms with p-value ≤ 0.0001, see Fig. S7.

711
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713

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the biosynthetic pathways of three main

714

components of the brown algal cell wall: (A) cellulose, (B) sulfated fucans and (C)

715

alginate, with expression levels of identified genes during Fucus embryo development

716

(1 hour (H), 1 day (D), 3 days and 10 days after fertilization). Identifiers of putative

717

relevant genes from the de novo transcriptome are shown, along with their relative

718

expression levels across the Fucus embryo development timecourse; FK –

719

fukokinase,

720

reductase/GDP-fucose pyrophophorylase, GMDT - GDP-mannose 4,6-dehydratase,

721

FST – fucosyltransferase, MPI – mannose-6-phosphate isomerase, PMM –

722

phosphomannomutases, GMDG - GDP-mannose 6-dehydrogenase, MC5E –

723

mannuronan C5-epimerase, ST – sulfotransferase, CESA – cellulose synthase

724

(corresponding Trinity gene names found in Table S1.). Represented here are the

725

genes with the differential expression in at least a one time-point (p-value<=0.0001).

726

For the full set of putative homologs see Table S1.

GME/GDPP

-

GDP-4-keto-6-deoxy-D-mannose

727

728

729

730

36

epimerase-
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731

Supplementary data

732

733
734

Supplemental Figure 1. Rhizoid and thallus growth in the F. serratus embryo. (A)

735

Relative growth rate decreases during the first 7 days of development and becomes

736

constant around day 5. (B) Rhizoid length increases significantly during the first days

737

of embryogenesis; few cell divisions can be observed. Scale bar 50 µm. (C) Calcofluor

738

White staining of the embryo cell wall at 24h after fertilization (AF) after which the stain

739

was removed from the medium. Embryos were imaged 48 and 72h AF. Images

740

represent an embryo with the retained stain and the new part of the unstained wall at

741

the tip (white arrowhead). Bright-field images of the three stages. Scale bar 50 µm.

742

(D) Initiation of apical hairs around day 5 (white arrowheads) indicates the start of

743

active meristematic growth in the embryo thallus. Scale bar 10 µm.

744

37
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745
746

Supplemental Figure 2. Atomic Force Microscopy analysis for 1 and 10 DAF. (A)

747

Stiffness map and corresponding graph for 1DAF (B) Stiffness map and corresponding

748

graph for 10DAF, both indicating rhizoid area as less stiff than the thallus. Scale bar

749

50 µm.

750

development. Thallus cell exhibits the highest stiffness during early cell division stage

751

(3DAF), but decreases after cell expansion takes place (10DAF). In the rhizoid, the

752

stiffness increases in the early development but becomes reduced at later stages.

(C) Stiffness differences in thallus (A) and rhizoid (B) during embryo

38
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753
754

Supplemental Figure 3. Control images for alginate immunolocalization. (A) No

755

primary antibody 24h AF control, (B-E) Bright-field images of 24h old embryos, (F) No

756

primary antibody 72h AF control, (G-J) Bright-field images of 72h old embryos. Scale

757

bar 50 µm.

758

Supplemental Figure 4. CD-HIT clustering reads and the corresponding mapping

759

rate. CD-HIT (red) and PSI-CD-HIT (blue). SEE END OF DOCUMENT.
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760
761

Supplemental Figure 5. Salmon normalized expected reads (14 samples by 72,788

762

transcripts; two libraries were done in duplicate to assess sequencing bias, see

763

Materials and Methods), reduced to 27,110 transcripts that have at least one sample

764

with >= 200 normalized counts. Transformed by log2(*+0.5), hierarchically clustered

765

by Manhattan distance with complete linkage.

40
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766
767

Supplemental Figure 6. Gene expression during Fucus embryo development;

768

depicting all genes differentially expressed in at least one time-point (7HAF, 1DAF,

769

3DAF, and 10DAF; p-value ≤ 0.0001).

41
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770

Supplemental Figure 7. Heat map of Gene Ontology enrichments; full list of all rows

771

and columns containing p-value ≤ 0.0001. SEE END OF DOCUMENT

772
773

Supplemental Figure 8. Heat map representing GO terms across time classes and

774

their enrichment significance. There are 74 (time classes) by 381 (GO terms) = 28,194

775

cells in the heat map and the histogram represents a single value shown in each cell

776

(-log10 enrichment p-value). The x-axis shows bins for the -log10[p-value], the y-axis

777

shows the number of heat map cells in the bins. Purple to red color refers to the 381

778

GO terms that are cut down from the 2,339 GO terms enrichment was computed on;

779

p-value <= 0.001 in at least one of the 74 time-classes. White and gray colors mark

780

the GO terms with p-value > 0.001.

781

Supplemental Table 1. Cell wall biosynthesis genes and their expression during

782

Fucus embryogenesis. List of Trinity genes with best NCBI hit or locally performed

783

BLAST with Ectocarpus wall biosynthesis genes against a local Fucus transcriptome
42
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784

database. Gene expression levels presented as the deviation from the mean of all time

785

points with the log10(q-value).
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[BP] autophagosome assembly
[BP] autophagy of mitochondrion
[MF] double-stranded DNA binding
[CC] transcription export complex 2
[CC] DUBm complex
[BP] sister chromatid cohesion
[CC] Smc5-Smc6 complex
[MF] metalloexopeptidase activity
[MF] NAD(P)+ transhydrogenase activity
[MF] folic acid binding
[MF] 3-oxoacyl-[acyl-carrier-protein] synthase activity
[MF] ribulose-bisphosphate carboxylase activity
[MF] O-acyltransferase activity
[BP] cell surface receptor signaling pathway
[BP] positive regulation of Notch signaling pathway
[BP] protein import into nucleus
[BP] protein import
[MF] ADP binding
[MF] oxidoreductase activity, acting on the CH-CH group of donors
[MF] oxidoreductase activity, actin‚Ä¶‚å©20‚å™‚Ä¶ of donors, NAD or NADP as acceptor
[MF] protochlorophyllide reductase activity
[MF] 1-deoxy-D-xylulose-5-phosphate reductoisomerase activity
[BP] regulation of protein phosphorylation
[BP] regulation of transferase activity
[BP] regulation of protein kinase activity
[BP] regulation of phosphorylation
[BP] regulation of phosphate metabolic process
[BP] regulation of protein modification process
[BP] inorganic anion transmembrane transport
[BP] mitochondrial alanyl-tRNA aminoacylation
[BP] regulation of mitotic spindle organization
[BP] activation of protein kinase activity
[BP] regulation of catalytic activity
[BP] regulation of nitrogen compound metabolic process
[BP] regulation of primary metabolic process
[MF] transcription coregulator activity
[CC] nuclear pore
[BP] regulation of transcription by RNA polymerase II
[MF] UDP-glucosyltransferase activity
[MF] glucosyltransferase activity
[BP] photosynthetic electron transport chain
[BP] electron transport chain
[MF] mRNA binding
[BP] sexual reproduction
[BP] reproductive process
[BP] germ cell development
[BP] anatomical structure development
[BP] developmental process
[BP] cellular developmental process
[BP] cell differentiation
[BP] multicellular organismal process
[MF] NAD(P)H oxidase activity
[CC] cell part
[CC] cell
[CC] ribosomal subunit
[CC] intracellular non-membrane-bounded organelle
[CC] large ribosomal subunit
[CC] small ribosomal subunit
[MF] cation-transporting ATPase activity
[MF] unfolded protein binding
[MF] P-P-bond-hydrolysis-driven transmembrane transporter activity
[MF] ATPase activity, coupled to tr‚Ä¶‚å©15‚å™‚Ä¶ement of ions, rotational mechanism
[MF] proton-transporting ATP synthase activity, rotational mechanism
[MF] protein serine/threonine phosphatase activity
[CC] Arp2/3 protein complex
[BP] Arp2/3 complex-mediated actin nucleation
[BP] positive regulation of biological process
[BP] positive regulation of cellular component organization
[BP] positive regulation of cellular process
[MF] ubiquitinyl hydrolase activity
[MF] thiol-dependent ubiquitinyl hydrolase activity
[MF] protein-containing complex binding
[BP] protein modification by small protein conjugation or removal
[BP] tRNA modification
[MF] tRNA (guanine-N7-)-methyltransferase activity
[MF] tRNA (guanine) methyltransferase activity
[BP] RNA modification
[MF] tRNA methyltransferase activity
[MF] oxidoreductase activity, actin‚Ä¶‚å©121‚å™‚Ä¶r internal mixed function oxidases)
[MF] chlorophyllide a oxygenase [overall] activity
[BP] cellular component assembly
[BP] organelle assembly
[MF] carboxypeptidase activity
[BP] ribosome biogenesis
[MF] oxidoreductase activity, actin‚Ä¶‚å©28‚å™‚Ä¶up of donors, disulfide as acceptor
[MF] nucleoside monophosphate kinase activity
[MF] serine-type carboxypeptidase activity
[BP] translational initiation
[MF] serine-type exopeptidase activity
[BP] cellular component biogenesis
[MF] phospholipase activity
[MF] lipase activity
[CC] proteasome complex
[CC] proteasome core complex
[MF] translation initiation factor activity
[MF] threonine-type endopeptidase activity
[CC] peptidase complex
[CC] eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 complex
[BP] SCF complex assembly
[CC] proton-transporting two-sector ATPase complex, proton-transporting domain
[CC] proton-transporting V-type ATPase, V0 domain
[BP] ATP hydrolysis coupled proton transport
[MF] pyruvate, phosphate dikinase activity
[BP] microtubule cytoskeleton organization
[CC] nuclear chromosome
[BP] DNA repair
[CC] nuclear chromosome part
[BP] response to stress
[BP] cellular response to DNA damage stimulus
[BP] cytoskeleton organization
[BP] pyrimidine deoxyribonucleotide metabolic process
[BP] cellular response to stress
[BP] cellular protein-containing complex assembly
[MF] DNA-directed DNA polymerase activity
[MF] deoxyribonuclease activity
[BP] protein-containing complex assembly
[CC] spindle pole
[BP] microtubule nucleation
[MF] endodeoxyribonuclease activity, producing 5'-phosphomonoesters
[MF] endonuclease activity, active ‚Ä¶‚å©43‚å™‚Ä¶ and producing 5'-phosphomonoesters
[CC] microtubule organizing center
[BP] axonemal dynein complex assembly
[BP] protein-containing complex subunit organization
[MF] nucleotidyltransferase activity
[MF] DNA helicase activity
[MF] helicase activity
[BP] microtubule polymerization or depolymerization
[MF] ATP-dependent helicase activity
[BP] deoxyribonucleotide metabolic process
[MF] DNA-dependent ATPase activity
[MF] catalytic activity, acting on DNA
[BP] heterocycle metabolic process
[BP] cellular aromatic compound metabolic process
[BP] nucleobase-containing compound metabolic process
[BP] organic cyclic compound metabolic process
[BP] nucleic acid metabolic process
[MF] DNA binding
[BP] DNA-dependent DNA replication
[BP] DNA metabolic process
[CC] chromosomal part
[CC] chromosome
[BP] DNA replication
[CC] chromosome, centromeric region
[CC] kinetochore
[CC] chromosomal region
[BP] response to stimulus
[BP] cellular response to stimulus
[MF] 3',5'-cyclic-nucleotide phosphodiesterase activity
[MF] phosphoric diester hydrolase activity
[BP] cyclic nucleotide biosynthetic process
[MF] phosphorus-oxygen lyase activity
[MF] hydrolase activity, acting on ester bonds
[BP] cell communication
[BP] signal transduction
[BP] regulation of biological process
[BP] biological regulation
[BP] regulation of cellular process
[MF] methyltransferase activity
[BP] terpenoid biosynthetic process
[BP] pigment metabolic process
[BP] pigment biosynthetic process
[BP] tetrapyrrole metabolic process
[BP] tetrapyrrole biosynthetic process
[BP] mitotic sister chromatid segregation
[BP] nuclear division
[BP] mitotic nuclear division
[BP] mitotic cell cycle
[BP] mitotic cell cycle process
[BP] organelle fission
[BP] sister chromatid segregation
[BP] cell cycle process
[BP] chromosome segregation
[BP] cellular component organization
[BP] organelle organization
[BP] cellular component organization or biogenesis
[BP] cell cycle
[BP] chromosome organization
[BP] cell cycle checkpoint
[BP] negative regulation of chromosome organization
[BP] chromosome separation
[BP] regulation of mitotic nuclear division
[BP] mitotic cell cycle checkpoint
[BP] mitotic spindle assembly checkpoint
[BP] regulation of mitotic cell cycle phase transition
[BP] negative regulation of mitotic cell cycle phase transition
[BP] negative regulation of organelle organization
[BP] regulation of chromosome organization
[BP] regulation of mitotic cell cycle
[BP] regulation of cell cycle process
[BP] negative regulation of biological process
[BP] negative regulation of cellular process
[BP] regulation of organelle organization
[BP] regulation of cellular component organization
[BP] regulation of cell cycle
[BP] cation transport
[BP] ion transport
[MF] inorganic cation transmembrane transporter activity
[MF] cation transmembrane transporter activity
[MF] ion transmembrane transporter activity
[MF] transporter activity
[MF] transmembrane transporter activity
[MF] metal ion transmembrane transporter activity
[BP] metal ion transport
[MF] enzyme inhibitor activity
[MF] endopeptidase inhibitor activity
[MF] metalloendopeptidase inhibitor activity
[MF] enzyme regulator activity
[MF] molecular function regulator
[MF] calcium channel activity
[BP] calcium ion transmembrane transport
[BP] calcium ion transport
[MF] calcium ion transmembrane transporter activity
[BP] divalent metal ion transport
[MF] ion channel activity
[MF] channel activity
[MF] cation channel activity
[BP] transmembrane transport
[CC] chromatin
[CC] nucleosome
[CC] protein-DNA complex
[CC] DNA packaging complex
[CC] membrane protein complex
[MF] catalytic activity, acting on a tRNA
[BP] tRNA aminoacylation for protein translation
[MF] aminoacyl-tRNA ligase activity
[BP] tRNA aminoacylation
[BP] tRNA metabolic process
[MF] ligase activity
[BP] cellular amino acid metabolic process
[CC] membrane coat
[BP] vesicle-mediated transport
[BP] intracellular protein transport
[BP] carboxylic acid metabolic process
[BP] organic acid metabolic process
[BP] oxoacid metabolic process
[BP] ncRNA metabolic process
[MF] catalytic activity, acting on RNA
[BP] small molecule metabolic process
[MF] peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase activity
[BP] peptidyl-amino acid modification
[MF] isomerase activity
[MF] NAD+ synthase (glutamine-hydrolyzing) activity
[CC] mitochondrial matrix
[BP] cellular localization
[MF] vitamin binding
[MF] coenzyme binding
[MF] pyridoxal phosphate binding
[BP] protein localization
[BP] organic substance transport
[BP] macromolecule localization
[BP] cellular protein localization
[BP] NAD biosynthetic process
[BP] establishment of protein localization
[BP] protein transport
[BP] amide transport
[BP] nitrogen compound transport
[BP] NAD metabolic process
[CC] AP-type membrane coat adaptor complex
[BP] Golgi vesicle transport
[MF] intramolecular oxidoreductase activity, transposing C=C bonds
[MF] carbon-nitrogen ligase activity, with glutamine as amido-N-donor
[BP] establishment of localization in cell
[BP] intracellular transport
[CC] cytoplasmic vesicle
[MF] transferase activity, transferring nitrogenous groups
[MF] transaminase activity
[MF] drug binding
[MF] small molecule binding
[MF] anion binding
[BP] protein folding
[MF] electron transfer activity
[MF] nucleic acid binding
[MF] organic cyclic compound binding
[MF] heterocyclic compound binding
[CC] organelle
[CC] intracellular organelle
[CC] intracellular part
[BP] cellular process
[BP] cellular macromolecule metabolic process
[CC] organelle part
[CC] intracellular organelle part
[MF] structural constituent of ribosome
[CC] ribosome
[CC] ribonucleoprotein complex
[MF] structural molecule activity
[CC] cytoplasmic part
[CC] cytoplasm
[BP] cellular amide metabolic process
[BP] amide biosynthetic process
[BP] organic substance biosynthetic process
[BP] cellular nitrogen compound biosynthetic process
[BP] gene expression
[BP] cellular nitrogen compound metabolic process
[BP] metabolic process
[BP] organonitrogen compound biosynthetic process
[BP] cellular biosynthetic process
[BP] biosynthetic process
[BP] cellular metabolic process
[CC] proton-transporting two-sector ATPase complex, catalytic domain
[BP] primary metabolic process
[BP] organic substance metabolic process
[BP] translation
[CC] protein-containing complex
[BP] peptide metabolic process
[BP] peptide biosynthetic process
[BP] cellular protein metabolic process
[BP] nitrogen compound metabolic process
[BP] macromolecule metabolic process
[BP] monovalent inorganic cation transport
[BP] proton transmembrane transport
[BP] cellular macromolecule biosynthetic process
[BP] protein metabolic process
[BP] organonitrogen compound metabolic process
[MF] monovalent inorganic cation transmembrane transporter activity
[MF] proton transmembrane transporter activity
[CC] proton-transporting two-sector ATPase complex
[CC] proton-transporting V-type ATPase complex
[MF] RNA binding
[BP] inorganic ion transmembrane transport
[BP] inorganic cation transmembrane transport
[BP] cation transmembrane transport
[BP] ion transmembrane transport
[CC] chloroplast
[BP] cofactor biosynthetic process
[CC] chloroplast thylakoid membrane
[MF] chlorophyll binding
[BP] protein-chromophore linkage
[BP] photosynthesis, light harvesting
[BP] carbohydrate metabolic process
[CC] organelle subcompartment
[BP] nucleotide salvage
[MF] tetrapyrrole binding
[MF] cofactor binding
[BP] generation of precursor metabolites and energy
[MF] oxidoreductase activity, actin‚Ä¶‚å©36‚å™‚Ä¶on or reduction of molecular oxygen
[CC] thylakoid membrane
[BP] photosynthesis, light reaction
[BP] photosynthesis
[MF] transcription regulator activity
[MF] protein binding
[MF] binding
[CC] retrotransposon nucleocapsid
[MF] catalase activity
[MF] thiol-dependent ubiquitin-specific protease activity
[BP] phosphorus metabolic process
[BP] phosphate-containing compound metabolic process
[MF] protein kinase activity
[BP] protein phosphorylation
[MF] kinase activity
[BP] phosphorylation
[MF] phosphotransferase activity, alcohol group as acceptor
[MF] transferase activity, transferring phosphorus-containing groups
[MF] zinc ion binding
[BP] cellular protein modification process
[BP] macromolecule modification
[MF] catalytic activity, acting on a protein
[MF] nucleoside-triphosphatase activity
[MF] pyrophosphatase activity
[MF] hydrolase activity, acting on acid anhydrides
[MF] hydrolase activity, acting on ‚Ä¶‚å©17‚å™‚Ä¶in phosphorus-containing anhydrides
[BP] microtubule-based movement
[BP] movement of cell or subcellular component
[MF] microtubule motor activity
[MF] motor activity
[BP] microtubule-based process
[MF] cytoskeletal protein binding
[MF] microtubule binding
[MF] tubulin binding
[CC] dynein complex
[CC] microtubule associated complex
[CC] microtubule cytoskeleton
[CC] cytoskeleton
[CC] cytoskeletal part
[CC] motile cilium
[CC] cilium
[MF] calcium ion binding
[CC] nucleus
[MF] catalytic activity
[CC] membrane part
[CC] membrane
[CC] integral component of membrane
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